The vision of the Grid is to provide a computational infrastructure supporting flexible, secure, coordinated resource sharing among dynamic collections of individuals, institutions, and resources [1] . Interest in the Grid has increased as major science programmes look to Grid technology to provide for their computing needs. This has led to substantial investment in the Grid by vendors and governments, notably through the UK e-Science programme and similar programmes in other nations, and more recently at European level. As a result, far more people are joining the effort to develop Grid infrastructure and applications.
Grid Security Myths
Computer security is normally designed to protect against five basic types of threat:
• an intruder reading your confidential data;
• an intruder changing or removing your data, confidential or otherwise;
• denial of service to legitimate users;
• an intruder using your system to launch attacks against other people's systems; and • an intruder using your system for other nefarious (and possibly illegal) purposes. The challenge for computer system developers and operators is to allow legitimate users to go about their business, while preventing unauthorised users from perpetrating these various types of abuse. Unfortunately legitimate users often require very extensive privileges, if not for themselves then for some of the software they use. Systems are therefore vulnerable if anybody can pass themselves off as a legitimate user, or if the software contains bugs that allow users to exceed their normal privileges. These threats are especially serious for systems connected to public networks like the Internet, including e-Commerce systems and Grid systems.
In the world of e-Commerce, experience has shown that computer systems and their operators are not 100% perfect: authentication systems can be compromised, and software typically does contain bugs that experts can exploit to gain control of the system. Today, e-Commerce systems are designed to have "security in depth" [3] , so they can contain the consequences of a breakdown in security and give system administrators time to eject the intruder and effect repairs.
This approach requires the system to be designed like a medieval castle with concentric defences: a moat, drawbridge and portcullis, a high perimeter wall, an even higher inner wall, and a keep. As a last resort, we should also have a few hidey-holes where we can store data we will need to recover, or to produce in court if Interpol ever catches up with the perpetrator. Users' privileges grow only slowly as they move deeper into the castle, so it isn't possible to do serious damage or cover one's tracks without first breaking through several layers of defences. Furthermore, e-Commerce systems have to be subject to constant review, so that any software bugs are detected and patched very quickly, any new threats are recognised, and the overall operation (including human as well as technical aspects) enhanced to deal with them. The Grid has always placed emphasis on security, but few Grid systems have been designed like eCommerce systems with "security in depth". For example, Globus [4] was designed from the outset to use encrypted, authenticated communications between participating systems and organisations. Users must authenticate themselves using a PKI certificate when they log onto a Globus grid. However, in the interests of transparency and especially performance, Globus applications are allowed to spawn new processes without an authenticated communication direct from the user. Instead, each process is provided with a so-called "proxy certificate" allowing it to initiate and sign its own communications. This proxy certificate is signed by the parent process, and the first (login) process is signed by the user, so the chain of proxies can be traced back to the user and is considered to be under the user's control [4] . The process bearing the proxy certificate is granted some or all of the privileges of the original user, which typically includes uploading and running the user's own code on machines to which they have access.
The performance and scalability benefits of proxy certificates are well proven, and the ability to spawn arbitrary processes running one's own code under a proxy certificate is very attractive to computational scientists with large-scale computing needs. However, the high degree of trust placed in these users and their proxies makes all participants and users of such a grid vulnerable if any site is compromised. This approach provides very few rings of security: if the user's own key pair, or the Grid infrastructure software, or any (user-defined) application process, or any of the sites on which the user's application executes is compromised, the resulting intrusion is immediately serious and yet may be almost impossible to detect. Concerns such as these led IETF to reject certificate proxies from the X.509 operating standards, and to date there is no X.509 compatible proxy mechanism.
Firewalls and the Grid Security Arms Race
Another serious security problem afflicting many Grid systems is their inability to work well in the presence of firewalls. Most sites now use firewalls to prevent outsiders making connections except to specific, low-risk or tightly managed services. Although this is reasonably effective, it also prevents legitimate distributed applications from working. This problem is particularly evident for Grid applications, many of which:
i) use dynamic collections of resources that require peer-to-peer connectivity and bidirectional event notification; ii) use high-performance UDP-based protocols, whose point of origin is easy to spoof, which leads most firewall operators to block them by default; iii) involve users sending their own code to run on a grid resource [5] , undermining the use of firewall to partition networks into trusted and untrusted domains. A current solution to these problems is to open various tunnels through the firewall to allow the Grid traffic to pass through. However, since many Grid systems allow users to run their own codes or even access the shell, this simply bypasses the firewall, and leaves one's internal network open to abuse by a malicious imposter or a misbehaving application. Not surprisingly, few system administrators are willing to open the tunnels needed by many Grid systems.
Recently, Grid developers have started using Web Services [6, 7] as the basis of a new Open Grid Services Architecture [8] . These exploit "low-risk" protocols such as HTTP [9] that were allowed through by many firewall administrators. The problem is that malicious users can exploit the same mechanisms, so network administrators will soon have to block even these protocols. This "arms race" between network administrators and distributed application developers (including crackers) makes security more complex and expensive and decreases its overall effectiveness. Worse still, it is likely that a Grid infrastructure or application that works today may stop working at some future time if it depends on a particular firewall administration policy.
The Semantic Firewall
To address several of these issues, a group of semantic web researchers from the University of Southampton led by IT Innovation are embarking on a new project known as "The Semantic Firewall". This project will investigate a completely different approach to authorisation and network administration, in which Grid processes are obliged to negotiate with a firewall in order to secure access through it. The Semantic Firewall is so-called because it will exploit semantic web technology, and use machine reasoning about the messages and policies presented to it at a semantic level.
The idea here is that applications will no longer be responsible for managing Grid security and containing intruders. Instead, applications will present a profile describing their needs to the semantic firewall (at either local and remote sites). The firewall itself will also have access to the policies of the Grid community that the application instance belongs to, and of the domain whose resources it protects. Only if the application re-quests (from both local and remote processes) are consistent with the policies will the firewall allow traffic to pass through, regardless of which ports or protocols are to be used. The current focus of our work is to understand the semantics that one might wish to express at each point, covering resource requirements, user rights and (proxy-free) delegation mechanisms. Results are being fed back constantly into our industrial Grid development work, notably in the European 5th Framework IST projects GRIA [10] and GEMSS [11] .
Conclusions
There are numerous other problems with the operational security of Grid systems, such as the scalability and appropriateness of Grid authorisation management systems, etc. The Grid community is seeking to address these through a range of developments to support the virtual organisation as depicted by Foster et al in [1] . Most of these challenges will be familiar to the peer-to-peer community, and experience from the Grid suggests there are no easy solutions.
Our main concern today is that even more basic problems like proxy-free delegation and firewall-friendly operation appear to require quite radical technical solutions. The difficulties experienced by the early Grid pioneers are not technical in nature, but stem from human, organisational and in some cases legal aspects of operating a decentralised infrastructure. The Grid Security Arms Race is a direct consequence of adopting solutions that don't take these non-technical and operational issues fully into account.
Technical people can always find technical solutions to their current problems, but unless the operational needs of organisations are taken into account, such solutions will not provide us with a sustainable future in either Grid or peer-to-peer infrastructure.
